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ABSTRACT
We address the problem of improving the efficiency of natural language text input under degraded conditions (for instance, on PDAs or cell phones or by disabled users) by taking advantage of the informational redundancy in natural language. Previous approaches to this problem have been based on the idea of prediction of the text, but these require the user to take overt action to verify or select the system’s predictions. We propose taking advantage of the duality between prediction and compression. We allow the user to enter text in compressed form, in particular, using a simple stipulated abbreviation method that reduces characters by about 30% yet is simple enough that it can be learned easily and generated relatively fluently. Using statistical language processing techniques, we can decode the abbreviated text with a residual word error rate of about 3%, and we expect that simple adaptive methods can improve this to about 1.5%. Because the system’s operation is completely independent from the user’s, the overhead from cognitive task switching and attending to the system’s actions online is eliminated, opening up the possibility that the compression-based method can achieve text input efficiency improvements where the prediction-based methods have not.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—interaction styles, natural language; I.2.7 [Artificial intelligence]: Natural Language Processing—language models

General Terms
Human factors
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of text input with devices under degraded conditions is not new; disabled users, for instance, have had to interact with computers under sometimes severely degraded means, using mouth sticks, symbol-scanning systems, eye-gaze tracking, and so forth. The problem has renewed currency, however, because of the increased prevalence of small and embedded computing systems (PDAs, cell phones, digital video recorders, and the like) for which traditional text input and verification modalities (keyboard and monitor) are impractical.

Natural language text is highly redundant, inviting the possibility that the redundancies could be used to allow more efficient text entry. The traditional approach to take advantage of this redundancy relies on prediction of the user’s text. For instance, at each keystroke, the system can predict the most likely future string the user may be typing and allow the user to merely verify the prediction rather than typing all the remaining characters. Alternatively, a set of predictions can be provided, allowing the user to select the correct prediction instead of typing its characters. A paradigm example is the Reactive Keyboard of Darragh and Witten [4], though the approach arose as early as the early 1970’s. Though intuitive, the idea suffers in practice from severe problems: Because users must take overt action to verify or select, they must be constantly attending to the system’s predictions. Typing moves from a fluent, unconscious task to one in which each keystroke requires a significant cognitive load. Previous research [6] has shown that the overheads involved swamp any advantages in speed gained unless the keystroke rate is extremely slow. For this reason, these predictive methods are only useful and have only found acceptance among severely disabled users.¹

Our approach is based on the duality of prediction and compression [1]. A good statistical model of language, one that can generate good predictions, can inherently be used for compression as well. If we can have the user enter compressed text whose compression is based on a good predictive model, we can then use that model to decode the compressed text into the intended full text. The advantage of the compression approach over the previous prediction app-

¹Exceptions that prove the rule include such applications as URL completion in browsers or variable name completion in the emacs editor, which are useful because of the extremely low density and large keystroke count of the “vocabulary”, and simple prediction methods used on handheld mobile devices, which amount to abbreviation methods after the user is trained. The method presented here is complementary to these.
The generation of the (compressed) text is not an interactive task that requires task switching, verification of system proposals, selection of options, and so forth. The cognitive load increase is limited to that induced by the ability to fluently generate compressed text.

Because a person must generate the compressed text fluently, we require a human-centered compression method. As a reductio imagine choosing a standard “computer-centered” method, say, some Lempel-Ziv variant, as used in the standard gzip compression facility. We might expect to obtain a two to one reduction in keystrokes or more, at the cost of requiring a user to compute the Lempel-Ziv compression of the original text mentally, an obvious absurdity. The question arises, then, as to how to devise a human-centered compression method to limit this cognitive load.

As a proof of concept, we devised a human-centered compression method based on a simple stipulated word abbreviation method. A simple stipulated model of abbreviation, that seems relatively well matched to the natural method, is simply to drop all vowels.\(^3\) (We consider “y” a consonant always.) Noting that letters early in the word are most predictive of the remainder, we can retain the first letter even when it is a vowel. (This solves the problem of what to do with words consisting of only a single vowel as well.) Finally, we might allow dropping of consecutive duplicate consonants. Thus, the word “association” would be abbreviated “asctn” under this method, and the sentence “We have conducted some preliminary experiments on the problems of disabbreviation that show the potential for this method.” would be abbreviated as “W hv cnvtct sm prmlm exprmnts on th prblm of dsbrvtn tht shw th ptntl f th mthd.” with 38 fewer characters, 31% of the 123 in the original.

\(^3\)Something like this has been proposed by Tanaka-Ishii [13] for Japanese.

\(^4\)The simpler method of merely dropping all vowels provides a slightly greater compression ratio, 1.41 to 1, or 28.9% character reduction, but the error rate of 4.2% is 40% larger.

\(^5\)Weighted finite-state transducers constitute a simple general technology for modeling probabilistic string-to-string transformations, which generalize hidden Markov models and other such techniques. Their nice closure properties, especially closure under composition, make them ideal for the present application.

\(^6\)As a first study of the potential effectiveness of this input method, we ran a test to determine the compression ratio (character reduction) of the stipulated abbreviation method, along with the error rate of decoding.

On a small held-out test corpus of some 28,045 characters (5099 words) taken from the Wall Street Journal, this resulted in a compression ratio of 1.36 to 1, or roughly 26.5% reduction in the number of characters. (As a reference upper bound, Lempel-Ziv 77 compression on this corpus provides a 60.4% reduction. Traditional predictive methods, such as ANTIC, ANTICIPATOR, PAL, and, PREDICT, have reported maximal keystroke savings of 20 to 50%. See the discussion by Soede and Foulds [11] and references cited therein.) The error rate was only 3.0%, that is only 155 of the 5,099 words were decoded incorrectly.\(^4\) In addition, a major source of incorrect decoding is repeated out-of-vocabulary items. In
a scenario in which a user is correcting errors on a sentence-by-sentence basis, an adaptive language model should be able to reconstruct later occurrences of words that were initially unknown, providing a further reduction in error rate. We expect that a 1.5% error rate should be achievable in this way.

Processing resources seem potentially practical as well; our unoptimized implementation requires sub-second per word processing times on stock hardware. We expect that more sophisticated implementation techniques should be able to reduce this by an order of magnitude or more.

The benefits of language modeling can be clearly seen by comparing performance against cascades using simpler language models. Figure 1 provides performance of the system under increasingly complex language models, from uniform to unigram, bigram, and trigram. Of particular importance is the improvement of the bi- and trigram models over the unigram model, demonstrating that this approach is likely to have application to any abbreviation method that ignores context, as prior methods do.

The use of cascaded finite-state transducers to build the model allows for a modularity that makes changes to the model, both small adjustments and wholesale modifications, straightforward. For example, simply by replacing the CMP submodel by a model of keypad hashing (which replaces letters with their standard digit equivalent on a phone keypad, that is, the letters ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’ with the digit ‘2’, ‘e’, ‘t’, and ‘g’ with ‘3’, etc.), we generate a keypad dehasher that obtains a 5% error rate on the same test corpus. By inserting the keypad hashing model after CMP, instead of replacing CMP with it, we obtain a system allowing keypad input of abbreviated text; this obtains an error rate of some 12%.

It should be emphasized that these experiments are quite preliminary. We have made no efforts to address important frailties in the initial implementation, such as limitations in vocabulary, lack of adaptivity, and so forth, which we expect could greatly lower error rate. Alternative stipulated compression models, for instance, ones incorporating a wider range of abbreviation techniques (such as those adduced by Stum and Demasco [12]) would be interesting to pursue.

4. REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

As noted above, text input methods based on predicting what the user is typing have been widely investigated; see the work by Darragh and Witten [4] and references cited therein. Such systems can be found in a variety of tools for the disabled, and some commercial software. Methods based on static lookup in a fixed dictionary of codes for words or phrases include Vanderheiden’s Speedkey [14], along with a wide range of commercial keyboard macro tools that require user customization. All rely on the user’s memorization of the codes, which must be extensive to provide much compression advantage. Systematic stipulated compression models can be found hidden in stenographic methods such as Speedwriting, though there is no provision for automated decompression.

Some human factors research on the design of command abbreviations for small vocabularies has been performed. John et al. [7], for instance, show that vowel-dropping leads to more easily recalled abbreviations but slower throughput than abbreviations based on escaped special characters. Extrapolation of such results to abbreviation of arbitrary text is problematic, but the results are not inconsistent with the possibility of throughput benefits under reasonable conditions.

Study of the structure of natural abbreviation behavior has been limited: Rowe and Laitinen [10] describe a system for semiautomatic disabbreviation of variable names (such as “tempvar” for “temporary variable”) in computer programs, based on their analysis of attested rules for constructing such abbreviations. Stum and Demasco [12] investigate a variety of rules that people seem to use in generating abbreviations, but do not place the rules in a system that allows the kind of automated disabbreviation we are able to perform.

Abbreviation methods at the sentence level include the “compassion” method of Demasco, McCoy, and colleagues [5, 8] and the template approach of Copestake [3]. These techniques, though bearing their own limitations, are fully complementary to the character-based disabbreviation techniques proposed here, and the user interface techniques for error correction developed for our application may be applicable there as well.

5. CONCLUSION

Our approach to reducing the effort for natural-language text input by using abbreviation as a human-centered compression method, rather than prediction, provides a simple method to attain both reasonable keystroke (or equivalent) reduction and reduced task-switching cognitive load. Whether the method provides significant increased throughput (in contrast to most prediction-based methods) awaits user studies that we hope to begin shortly.

This work can be extended in various ways. First, the naturalness of abbreviation might be improved by allowing the user to enter any sort of abbreviation and using a language model trained on a corpus of such naturally abbreviated text for decoding. Second, more sophisticated stipulated abbreviation methods can be tested, which might provide better compression ratios at the cost of learnability and fluency of generation.
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